Thailand, (dates to be confirmed)

485 USD + home office fee
For more information or to apply, email us at shortterm.idr@om.org or contact your local OM office
The Disaster Response Training (DRT) is an intensive, simulation-based course that will give you an overview of the disaster preparedness and response sectors. The DRT will help you develop your transferable skills with a view to using them in relief work. Successful completion will equip you to deploy in support of OM’s disaster responses as part of our volunteer register.

The training will cover topics such as:
- Humanitarian principles
- Sphere standards and the cluster approach
- Teamwork in emergencies
- Humanitarian logistics
- Emergency needs assessments
- Security and communications
- Decision making in emergencies
- Personal health in emergencies
- Working with UN agencies, NGOs and host governments
- Working with the media in disasters

This training is organised by OM International Disaster Response (IDR). OM IDR supports local OM teams around the world to respond when disaster strikes. For more information contact shortterm.idr@om.org or go to www.om.org/IDR.